INSIDE:

NEWS

Students returned from winter break to find Harris dining hall a little rosier.

SPORTS

The mens' basketball team prepares for the NACAC games.

IN BRIEF KNOW

State WA.

New Study Abroad Quota Means Less Crunch for Students

By MATT BOLLIT

It all began in 1994 when Julie Bolda, a softball pitcher from Sunnyside, Connecticut took home the hardware. As the years passed, other notables to add their names to the list along with Bolda were those such as Rebecca Luce, UPS softball star and Olympic Gold Medalist at the 1996 Atlanta Games, as well as Kristin Hisle, Olympic Silver Medalist in Sydney.

Andrea Locicero reviews the first offerings of 2002

A&F

Danya Bolda returned after receiving a card and bouquet from her teammates to congratulations after affectionately being referred to as the "Danahy.

Danahy danced by musing and a card and bouquet from her teammates to congratulations after affectionately being referred to as the "Danahy.

and a member of the memorable 1999 Women's World Cup Soccer Champions. Now, Connecticut College senior cross-country star, Moses Daniels has added her name to the list.

Before this month, Daniels missed two months of inactivity because of injury when she was named the recipient of the Hank O'Donnell Award at Connecticut's 2001 Female Athlete of the Year, an award given annually by the Connecticut Women's Sports Network. Connecticut's only major track and field program.

But the housing process has not been a pleasure for everyone. Chloe Schon, class of 2003, describes the time leading up to her being shown six different spaces. "I was really, really spot about finding the right one," she said.

Faiststein delivers second state of the College address

By DAVID WARD

The second annual State of the College Address was held Wednesday evening in the 1941 room of the student center. President Norman Fainstein spoke to a capacity crowd and called on his institu- tion's short-term and long-term goals for the coming year.

Faiststein began by thanking the college community for its efforts in welcoming him and his family. "I am thrilled to be here," he said. "I am thrilled to be here," he said.

President Faiststein delivers the second annual State of the College Address (2002)

President Fainstein was also surprised that he actually had a real housing crunch. "I didn't expect to receive such a fortunate response," he said.
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Connecticut College Cannot Afford to Spurgle on The Times

It is no secret that Connecticut College's financial woes were triggered not only by a falling economy, but by build-...
Another year, another cliché for me to embrace. Last year, all who read (you, all of you) were lucky enough to enjoy my take on New Year’s resolution columns. This year, best and worst of your resolutions are in the form of a personal commentary. As we begin the year, let’s wish each other a good one. Worst this week, worst next week. The worst this week: Monta. The worst next week: Monta. "Worst News Monta."

Gerardo Rivera’s visit to a friend’s ski outfitter in Afghanistan:

It was touching, it was heartfelt. He spoke of his family, it was all a lie.

Tales, battles, and forgeries, was naturally at ease.

Wrong Post St/1 Trend (tue): "The America Had This Coming: Monarchy.

The atmosphere has never been as the pump of foreign affairs, what a展示.

If you don’t want one, who wants to see that? Are we not making a fist of it? Are we not saying no? in this to wave over the death of the monarchy? That my feeling on this influence which scripts are approved and which are not, who wins making a fist of it? Are we not saying no? in this to wave over the death of the monarchy? That my feeling on this influence which scripts are approved and which are not, who wins making a fist of it? Are we not saying no? in this to wave over the death of the monarchy? That my feeling on this influence which scripts are approved and which are not, who wins血压 winning? You can’t win.

Worst Customer Decision of the Holiday Season Running for no one: The corporation does not trust me to use its products. I am not allowed to carry keys, I am not allowed to smoke, I am not allowed to use its public restrooms, and I am not allowed to use its reserved places for people with disabilities.

Worst Comment: Coley Ward (Editor-in-Chief): "I am extremely disappointed in you for not taking my advice to get the best car you can afford.

It is not for the racist to point out that racism exists. It is for the racist to point out that racism exists. It is for the racist to point out that racism exists. It is for the racist to point out that racism exists.

Worst Date: Claire (Calhoun), 14 Oct 2001:

Another year, another cliché for me to embrace. Last year, all who read (you, all of you) were lucky enough to enjoy my take on New Year’s resolution columns. This year, best and worst of your resolutions are in the form of a personal commentary. As we begin the year, let’s wish each other a good one. Worst this week, worst next week. The worst this week: Monta. The worst next week: Monta. "Worst News Monta.""
Aquila Theatre Company Presents "The Tempest"

By Nancy Dionese

Last March, the Aquila Theatre Company of the University of Rhode Island presented a highly successful production of Shakespeare’s "Hamlet." This fall, the company will take on another of Shakespeare’s works, the critically acclaimed company will be in residence at the Center for Ancient Studies at Brown University. The show is "The Tempest," and tickets are now on sale.

The story of "The Tempest" is the journey of a group of strangers, shipwrecked off the coast of a magical island. "The Tempest" is the play that began it all. Shakespeare’s "The Tempest" is a masterpiece that continues to inspire and entertain today.

In this production, the cast will bring to life the characters and themes of "The Tempest," using modern techniques and technologies to bring this timeless story to life.

"The Tempest" is a classic tale of shipwreck and survival, of love and loss, of power and frailty. It is a story of human nature, and of the power of nature. It is a story of love and loss, of life and death, of hope and despair.

The cast of the Aquila Theatre Company has worked hard to bring this production to life. The actors and actresses have spent countless hours learning their lines, perfecting their movements, and preparing for the opening night performance.

The set design for "The Tempest" is a marvel of modern technology, using LED screens and projection mapping to create a visually stunning environment. The costumes are designed to bring the characters to life, and the music is a driving force of the production, setting the mood and atmosphere.

"The Tempest" is a timeless story, and the Aquila Theatre Company is committed to bringing it to life in a way that is relevant and meaningful to today’s audience. The company’s dedication to Shakespeare’s work, and to the art of theatre, makes this production one not to be missed.
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Violinist and Pianist Present Imaginative Works
By ALLEN DE BARI
STAFF WRITER
Violinist Janet Packer and pianist Peter Grossman will present an imaginative program in their concert Friday, February 8th, at 8 p.m. in the Connecticut College Concert Hall.

Though Grossman, winner of a concerto competition and co-founder of the Addison Groove Project, is an American composer, the concert will include works from other modern composers. He has given performances in the US and in other countries.

Grossman will perform a variety of works by Mary Magrini, Edward London, Gordon Perl (R) and John Zorn, among others.

Grossman explained that sometimes a composer will sacrifice his or her personal style for the benefit of another composer. He has written a piece in accordance with the stylistic requirements of another composer. Performers can decide whether or not to perform a piece in accordance with the stylistic requirements of the composer, but the performers are free to choose the piece.

Addison Groove Project Takes First Headlining Tour to Hartford

BY KEVIN HARRINGTON
STAFF WRITER
These guys have been the beneficiaries of a music scene that has enabled young, local bands to gain a national audience.

Grossman, who is part of the Addison Groove Project, plans to open for their friends Strangefolk and the Lumineers in the fall of 2000. They have opened for bands such as Dispatch, the Reminders and Flogging Molly.

Ditching his surf board and bong smoking scene, the band is known for its country and folk music. They are known for their musical performances, but they are also known for theirondaing entertainment business.

The third piece, "Divertimento," is a musical tour de force that is sure to astound audiences. The piece is full of energy, and the pianist divides the roles among the various instruments of the group, giving each one a chance to shine.

This is my only and most civic "role model." Smiley musical expressions are, if loved by a brief trickle of untheatrical "pie, which in the concert will be heard with a short attention span.

The two-minute intermission of the program includes the playing of the violin solo by the violinist, followed by an encore. During this time, the audience will be able to take a breath and enjoy the music before the next piece begins.

The first piece performed by the pair is "Sonata No. 2," which was composed in 1980 by Don Pullen. This piece is a study in the use of the piano and violin together.

The final piece of the evening, "Chicago Bells," is a study in the use of the piano and violin together. The piece is full of energy, and the pianist divides the roles among the various instruments of the group, giving each one a chance to shine.

The performance will be repeated on many dates, including February 8th, 11th, 14th, 18th and 21st.

Be Kind, Rewind: No Break From Reality

BY KEVIN HARRINGTON
STAFF WRITER
This movie, which is a parody of the movie 'The Wizard of Oz,' is the perfect film for any lover of classic movies.

The film is shot in a faux documentary style, and the actors' lines are more close to the ones in the book than to the ones in the movie. The actors are more convincing in their portrayals of the characters in the movie, and the movie is shot in a much bigger role, that of the movie stars.

The film is a parody of the movie 'The Wizard of Oz,' and it is shot in a much bigger role, that of the movie stars. The actors' lines are more close to the ones in the book than to the ones in the movie. The actors are more convincing in their portrayals of the characters in the movie, and the movie is shot in a much bigger role, that of the movie stars.
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Pink Harris Walls Cause (Quiet) Uproar

By BEN MORSE
NEWS EDITOR

Students Bring The
New York Times to Conn

Do you believe all
of NYC's students
deserve a quality education?

Prove it.

Join a select group of talented professionals and
graduates who will teach in our city's under-performing
classrooms this fall. No previous teaching experience
required. You will receive a salary while working toward a
fully paid master's degree. To ensure that all NYC students
get the quality education they deserve. Apply now. Call 1-877-NYFELLO or visit
www.nycteachingfellows.org.

NYC TEACHING FELLOWS

A program of the New York City Board of Education, an affliate of the New York University Graduate School of Education.
Women's Basketball Struggles Through Harsh Winter Season

By Bonnie Paoesch

The Connecticut College Women's basketball team has faced a difficult winter season. According to Coach Bill McNally, "One of the most gifted sports teachers I have ever seen," the team can look back at a hard-won victory in a regular season game.

The team's 16-0 run was led by the resolution of the coaching battle between Coach McNally and Assistant Coach Kovenock. They have led the team to a successful season, winning the regular season and championship in late October.

The Lady Camels entered the winter break on a roll, looking forward to the NCAA tournament. However, they were eliminated in the first round, with the team's hopes dashed for another chance at glory.

The team's 0.1 win percentage was the lowest in the league, and they faced the possibility of not making the NCAA tournament. Despite the challenges, the team showed resilience and determination, with Coach McNally stating, "This is the team we've been working towards all season."
Men’s and Women’s Squash Teams Look to Nationals

BY RYAN WOODWARD

The Men’s Squash team has been practicing hard for a while now, and are expected to perform well at the upcoming nationals. The team, under the guidance of Coach Hall, has been preparing for weeks, and the players are confident in their abilities.

On Wednesday, February 11th, the Men’s Squash team will face off against Colby Sawyer College in the upcoming tri-meet. The team has been practicing hard for weeks, and the players are ready to give their best. Coach Hall, in an interview, said, "The team has been working hard, and I think they are ready to take on the challenge." The Men’s Squash team is looking forward to the upcoming meet, and is confident in their abilities.

The Women’s Squash team has also been practicing hard, and is looking forward to the upcoming nationals. The team has been practicing for weeks, and the players are confident in their abilities.

On Wednesday, February 11th, the Women’s Squash team will face off against Williams College in the upcoming tri-meet. The team has been practicing hard for weeks, and the players are ready to give their best. Coach Hall, in an interview, said, "The team has been working hard, and I think they are ready to take on the challenge." The Women’s Squash team is looking forward to the upcoming meet, and is confident in their abilities.

Women’s Swim Team Remains Undefeated, Mends Tread Water

BY DANA MARZ

The Women’s Swim Team has been performing well, and has not lost a single match this season. The team is looking forward to the upcoming meet, and is confident in their abilities.

On Wednesday, February 11th, the Women’s Swim Team will face off against Williams College in the upcoming tri-meet. The team has been practicing hard for weeks, and the players are ready to give their best. Coach Hall, in an interview, said, "The team has been working hard, and I think they are ready to take on the challenge." The Women’s Swim Team is looking forward to the upcoming meet, and is confident in their abilities.

The Men’s Swimming team has been practicing hard for a while now, and are expected to perform well at the upcoming nationals. The team, under the guidance of Coach Hall, has been preparing for weeks, and the players are confident in their abilities.

On Wednesday, February 11th, the Men’s Swimming team will face off against Colby Sawyer College in the upcoming tri-meet. The team has been practicing hard for weeks, and the players are ready to give their best. Coach Hall, in an interview, said, "The team has been working hard, and I think they are ready to take on the challenge." The Men’s Swimming team is looking forward to the upcoming meet, and is confident in their abilities.